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Language teachers have been using films in their classes for decades, and there are a number of reasons why film is an excellent
teaching and learning tool. .
The film image and language learning - how the varying dimensions of the film image can be used in language teaching and
learning. Exploring body language, facial expression and the image in film, for use in the languages classroom.
Watching a film is a perfect way to learn a foreign language in context, and be exposed to real life conversations and new day-to-day
phrases and vocabulary; the films are a great listening tool that can increase students' ability to cope with different accents and help
them prepare for exams.
Film is also a useful tool to support the teaching of foreign texts and help pupils achieve a level where they can digest, appreciate
and investigate literature in another language. Using film in the classroom should serve as a catalyst for subsequent language use
(Stoller, , p.3). In order for this to take place, teachers need a sound. Using Film to Teach EFL Students English Language Skills Hu
Xiaoqionga* and Jiang Xianxingb aCollege of Foreign Languages, Three Gorges University, China; bShenzhen Polytechnic School,
China Language teachers readily acknowledge the importance of learners motivation, not.
FREE FOR EDUCATIONAL USE - Education Resources- Film texts and Australian English Page 4 USING FILM TEXTS TO
TEACH ABOUT THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE INTRODUCTION Language plays a key role in the formation of national and
group identities. Predict language; Getting students to predict the language being used can be useful and motivating. o Give students
the script with key items removed e.g. expressions/verbs/key words/questions. o View with sound off and students use the visual
clues to brainstorm the missing items. o View with sound to check predictions and complete. In the autumn edition of the IH
Journal, Mark Lowe published an article entitled Films in English Language Teaching, in which he discussed the various reasons
why teachers should use films for English language teaching, how and what type of films to use in class. I have found film versions
of novels to be incredibly useful in teaching literature units. By using films in a different way than we might have used them in the
past, we can change their status from fun reward with little meaning to incredibly beneficial tool with many uses..
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